Abstract-Tone and color reproduction functions (TRC and CRC) characterize how a printer maps a desired tone or color into the actual printed output. TRC/CRC ideally, should be identity maps to achieve tone and color consistency. Whereas the TRC/CRC is potentially high or infinite dimensional, typically, only a small number of tone/color test patches for sensing can be printed and measured at a time and only a small number of actuators are available for control. Time-sequential sampling is proposed to address the sensing limitation issue in order to enable the time varying TRC or CRC to be reconstructed based on a small number of samples. A periodic Kalman filtering approach is employed for the reconstruction. A curve-fitting TRC stabilization controller based on linear quadratic (LQ) control with integral dynamics is proposed to address the actuation limitation issue. Two classic time-sequential sampling sequences are compared based on their spectral aliasing properties, and the reconstruction operations of the periodic Kalman filter is analyzed using Floquet theory. Simulations and experiments show that the proposed TRC/CRC stabilization system can be implemented practically and the control performance with one time-sequential sampled sensor is nearly as effective as using full sampling using sixteen fixed sensors.
Abstract-Tone and color reproduction functions (TRC and CRC) characterize how a printer maps a desired tone or color into the actual printed output. TRC/CRC ideally, should be identity maps to achieve tone and color consistency. Whereas the TRC/CRC is potentially high or infinite dimensional, typically, only a small number of tone/color test patches for sensing can be printed and measured at a time and only a small number of actuators are available for control. Time-sequential sampling is proposed to address the sensing limitation issue in order to enable the time varying TRC or CRC to be reconstructed based on a small number of samples. A periodic Kalman filtering approach is employed for the reconstruction. A curve-fitting TRC stabilization controller based on linear quadratic (LQ) control with integral dynamics is proposed to address the actuation limitation issue. Two classic time-sequential sampling sequences are compared based on their spectral aliasing properties, and the reconstruction operations of the periodic Kalman filter is analyzed using Floquet theory. Simulations and experiments show that the proposed TRC/CRC stabilization system can be implemented practically and the control performance with one time-sequential sampled sensor is nearly as effective as using full sampling using sixteen fixed sensors.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A DIGITAL color xerographic (i.e., laser) printer can be considered a mapping between the desired image and the printed output image. An important performance criterion for a color printer is that each color in the desired customer image is faithfully reproduced. By ignoring the spatial dimension (such as lines and textures) of print quality for the moment and focusing on the issue of consistent color reproduction only, a color xerographic printer can be represented by the color reproduction function (CRC): CRC , desired color output-color, where is a 3-D color space. 1 An ideal printer is one in which the CRC is an identity function.
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T. P. Sim (CMYK) separations. The printing of each color separation is characterized by the tone reproduction curve (TRC), TRC , desired tone output-tone, where the tone of the separation is the solidness of the primary toner color. For example, a patch with for the magenta color separation corresponds to a light violet, whereas corresponds to a solid magenta color. Physically, the tone of the primary separations are determined by the pattern and size of the half tone dots printed. Roughly speaking, the denser and bigger the dots are, the more solid the color. The final color printed is a composition of the colors of the individual separation. Thus, the so called image output terminal (IOT) portion of the printer can be considered a mapping , where are the tones for the four color separations.
The xerographic printing process is subject to disturbances from many factors including temperature, humidity, material age, variations, etc. Several xerographic actuators [1] such as laser power, corotron voltage, and development/bias voltages can be used to combat these variations. The goal of the xerographic color control system is to ensure that the CRC is as close to the identity map as possible. Unlike the control objective for most processes which is to control or regulate the output of the process, the color control problem consists in maintaining the process itself to be constant and stable. The difference is because every customer image to be printed can contain many and any possible colors which the xerographic printer must reproduce correctly all at once. Moreover, xerographic printers are often used in an on-demand manner in which consecutive customer images are different.
A similar, but simpler control problem can be formulated for the printing of each color separation. In this case, the control objective is to maintain and stabilize the TRC for each separation [2] . If the manner in which the primary colors are combined is stable and constant, then the output color will also be consistent when the TRC for each separation has been effectively stabilized.
Both the CRC and TRC control formulations pose significant problems for sensing and control. It is because the CRC and TRC, as mappings, are potentially infinite dimensional whereas only a small number of actuators and sensors are available. Even when each color coordinate is modestly discretized into 16 steps, the color quality of desired colors need to be kept track of for the color control problem, and 16 tones must be kept track of for the TRC control problem for each separation.
Feedback control for the stabilization of the TRC or CRC requires sensing of the TRC or the CRC. Process sensing for xerography consists in printing small color patches in the unused areas of the photoreceptor and measuring their densities 1063-6536/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE or colors. Typically, only 3-5 patches are to be printed every few photoreceptor belt cycles. This amounts to sampling either the TRC or the CRC at 3-5 points once in a while. Increasing the number of test patches, increases hardware needs as well as consumable (toner) and productivity. In this brief, we focus mainly on the TRC sensing and control problem for simplicity of presentation. However, all the algorithms and concepts can be applied to the higher dimensional CRC problem where even greater benefits are expected.
A time-sequential sampling strategy is proposed to increase the utility of the available feedback information. Time-sequential sampling was investigated in the 1980s and 1990s for video and time varying imaging applications (e.g., video and tomography) [3] - [8] . For time varying images, time-sequential sampling refers to sampling the image at different spatial locations at different sampling instances. Rastering in television is an illustration. The benefit is that by trading off temporal bandwidth with spatial bandwidth, the temporal bandwidth of the time varying image that can be captured faithfully beyond the Nyquist rate determined by the periodicity of the sampling scheme alone. In another perspective, the sampling rate can be reduced while retaining the same information content. In our context, time-sequential sampling means that at different sampling instances, different tones or different colors are sampled. This maximizes the information from the TRC/CRC samples and allows the time varying CRC or TRC to be captured (and subsequently, reconstructed faithfully) even when only a small number of samples of the CRC/TRC are available at each instant.
A periodic Kalman filter is proposed to causally reconstruct any arbitrary time sequentially sampled TRC or CRC. The use of Kalman filtering to solve the optimal estimation problem with samples taken from a scanning sensor was previously reported in [9] . Using the Floquet theory, it is shown that time-sequential sampling and the subsequent reconstruction consists of the modulation, low pass, and demodulation steps. Comparisons between two classic time sequential sampling sequences (lexicographical and bit-reversed) [3] , [4] show that the latter, which produces more uniform sampling and a more favorable spectral replication pattern, outperforms the former.
The small number of available xerographic actuators per color separation poses a challenge to the control problem even if full information is available. A solution to this control problem has been addressed previously for the TRC stabilization problem in [2] using a robust curve-fitting technique. In this brief, we describe another curve fitting approach based on linear quadratic control with integrator dynamics [10] . This approach allows the designer to specify tones or colors which will be precisely regulated while allowing the TRC or CRC to stay close to the desired values at the other tones or colors.
Simulation and experimental results confirm that the proposed curve fitting controller with time-sequential sampling has performance comparable with a control that uses full sampling , even when only sensor is used at a time. The rest of this brief is organized as follows. In Section II, the time sequential sampling approach for tone reproduction curves and the control objective are formulated. Section III presents the spectral content of time-sequentially sampled signals. Section IV presents a Kalman filtering approach to TRC reconstruction from time-sequential samples. Section V presents an interpretation of the periodic Kalman reconstruction filter. Section VI presents the realization of the TRC stabilization controller based on linear quadratic state feedback follower-controller. Section VII presents the simulation and experimental results of the sensing and control realization. Last, Section VIII contains some concluding remarks.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let TRC be the time-varying TRC of the printing process, where is the time index (or belt or print cycle index). It maps the desired input tone to the printed output tone. Although the TRC is potentially infinite dimensional, we assume that the TRC can be adequately described by its values at uniformly distributed tones, , , where can be fairly large, i.e. TRC TRC . . .
TRC
As noted in [2] , in the presence of xerographic control inputs and disturbances, the possibly nonlinear TRC can be represented by the static, linear time varying, uncertain model as follows:
where are the xerographic actuators, TRC is the nominal TRC, and is a slowly time varying disturbance. Also, , where is the nominal control input, is the nominal sensitivity function, is the multiplicative uncertainty, and is the matrix of given uncertainty weights. We assume that there is no uncertainty in the model [i.e.,
in (1)]. Sensing of the TRC at time instant is achieved by printing and measuring tones in the form of small test patches. Typically, the same set of tones is printed at each and will be determined by the number of available sensors, as well as the productivity and materials cost of printing the test patches.
A. Time-Sequential (TS) Sampling
In [11] and here, we propose to print different tones at different time . Which tones are printed at what times are determined by the -periodic TS sampling pattern where are the tone indices so that at time , the tones , are printed and measured. defines an indicator matrix sequence such that the th element of is a 1 when and it is 0 otherwise. In this brief, we focus particularly on the case of . This allows each of the -tones to be sampled in each -period. The TS sampled TRC is, therefore, given by TRC TRC We consider the following questions. 1) Given TRC , for , how does one reconstruct TRC ? We are particularly interested in causal reconstructions so that the reconstruction at time only requires measurements at .
2) How do different sampling sequences affect the reconstruction accuracies?
We do this by comparing two classic sequences [3] , [4] where one is intuitively more uniform than the other.
• Lexicographic: Here so that the order of sampling is according to its index • Bit reversed: Here is given by 1) representing the index as a binary number and by 2) reversing the order of the significant bits. Thus, for
These two sequences are shown in Fig. 1 . It is apparent that the lexicographical sequence does not cover the tonal-temporal domain as uniformly as the bit-reversed sequence.
Exactly the same approach can be applied to a color reproduction function. In this case, the sampling sequence is:
, where is the 3-D color space. The benefits of time-sequential sampling will be even more important since the dimensionality of the CRC is larger.
B. Control Objective
The control objective is for the TRC to match the desired nominal TRC at each , , as TRC TRC (3) where TRC is the desired TRC. Since there are fewer actuators than the number of tones to be controlled , it is typically not possible for (3) to hold for all tones in the presence of disturbance . One possibility is to require that (3) is satisfied only at instead of all tones. Theoretically, this can be achieved using integral control for constant or slowly varying disturbances. However, as shown in [2] , the integral control approach may lead to poor performance at the unspecified tones and poses a robustness problem in the presence of model uncertainty. Instead, a curve-fitting approach is proposed in [2] to minimize the 2-norm error of the TRC over the entire tone range. In this brief, we extend the curve fitting approach by allowing tones to be precisely controlled.
III. SPECTRAL CONTENT OF TIME-SEQUENTIALLY SAMPLED TRC
Consider a tonal-temporal signal (where is the tone and is actual time) such as a TRC. Let be its power-spectral density ( cycles/tone is the tonal frequency, Hz is the temporal frequency). Allebach [3] shows that the power-spectral density of the time-sequentially sampled signal is given by the original power-spectral density, aliased by its weighted tonal and temporal frequency translates (4) (5) where , is the periodicity of the sampling sequence with being the sampling period, and is the tonal resolution with being the tone range ( in our case). Notice that the frequency translates are given by ( , ) when . Also, both the frequency translates and the weights given by the spectral replication pattern [ in (5)] depend on the sampling sequence.
If the TRC has a tonal frequency support less than , and a temporal frequency support less than , then no-aliasing occurs. The original signal can (theoretically) be reconstructed perfectly via an ideal low pass spatial/temporal filter. and are, therefore, the tonal and temporal Nyquist frequencies when and are treated as fixed, respectively. Note that when is large, to satisfy its tonal (color) frequency requirements, can be very small for a time-sequentially sampled signal.
For a typical commercial printer, the power-spectral density of the tonal-temporal signal is shown in Fig. 2 . This is obtained by repeatedly printing and measuring the printer's TRC for a long period. For the number of tonal sample of , the TRC is tonally over-sampled. However, even with the aggressive sampling period of s, the TRC would clearly be temporally under-sampled for time sequential sampling with (worse if increases). Time sequential sampling sequences make tradeoffs between the temporal and tonal capabilities. Their effectiveness is related to the aliasing of the frequency translates with the , frequency term. For the lexicographic sequence and the bit-reversed sequence with , the for the lexicographical sequence and the bit-reversed sequence are shown in Fig. 3 . The weights for the lexicographical sequence is large for term close to , frequency content term. This results in frequency translates that severely aliased with the , frequency content term. Conversely, the weights is more uniformly distributed for the bit-reversed case, where the small weights close to the , frequency term result in negligible aliasing. The consequence of this result is that for signals with high spatial/temporal bandwidth, the lexicographical sampling strategy will have more severe aliasing compared to the bit-reversed sampling strategy. Hence, the reconstruction from the bit-reversed sampling sequence will be more tolerant to high spatial/temporal bandwidth signal.
IV. RECONSTRUCTION VIA A KALMAN FILTER
Assuming that no aliasing occurs, time-sequentially sampled signals are traditionally reconstructed by low pass temporal-spatial filtering based on the assumed signal spectral support. This approach, however, is problematic in feedback control application for the following reasons.
• The zero-phase ideal low pass filter cannot be implemented causally.
• When the reconstructed TRC is used for feedback control, the frequency content of the TRC will be significantly increased due to the control input. This induces undue aliasing, while the inherent process dynamics actually remains the same. However, it is not apparent how to incorporate the known information about the control input in the low-pass reconstruction technique. These difficulties can be resolved using an alternate approach based on Kalman filtering.
Let TRC TRC TRC be the TRC error. Neglecting model uncertainty , the xerographic plant given in (1) becomes TRC
To exhibit its tonal spectral contents, the TRC disturbances are modeled by its inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) so that (7) where is the time index, is a matrix of Fourier basis functions, and is the vector of Fourier coefficients representing the tonal frequency content of the disturbance. Substituting (7) into (6), we have TRC The disturbance dynamics, in (7) is modeled as a pink noise having a compact tonal-temporal spectral support as generated by the following dynamics: (8) where is a white process noise. The matrix , , , and are obtained from a bank of low-pass butterworth filters that filter each spatial channel (each Fourier coefficient) with temporal cutoff frequencies corresponding to an ellipse. This gives an approximation of a compact ellipsoidal tonal-temporal spectral support. From the definition given in (2), we can define the signal TRC (9) where both and are zero-mean white noise sequences with covariance and respectively. in (9) can be treated as the measurement for the observer.
Under very general conditions, the -periodic linear system given by (7)- (9) is observable and, therefore, admits a -periodic Kalman filter to form the estimate of the disturbance [12] (10) where and is the periodic Kalman filter gain obtained by solving the periodic Riccati equation (11) (12) The solution to the periodic Riccati equation can be obtained by iterating (11) until converges, or equivalently by solving for the steady state solution using approaches, such as lifting, that can be found in [9] , [13] , and [14] . The estimate of the TRC error TRC can be reconstructed as TRC (13) For further analysis and derivation of time-sequential sampling with reconstruction using Kalman filter, the readers are referred to [11] .
V. ANALYSIS OF TS SAMPLING AND RECONSTRUCTION VIA A KALMAN FILTER
In this section, we analyze the -periodic Kalman reconstruction filter (10) with respect to its input spectrum. While the frequency response of a periodic system is not as straightforward as for a time invariant system, there are several attempts in the literature, such as harmonic transfer function [15] - [17] and lifting [18] . The readers are referred to these references and citations therein for further details. In this brief, we apply the fundamental Floquet theory for periodic systems [19] to decompose the filter's input/output relationship to gain insights into how the spectrum is transformed.
According to the Floquet theory, the transition matrix for the -periodic discrete time system (10) can be written as where is a constant matrix and is an -periodic matrix sequence given by for when Applying this decomposition to the convolution formula for (10), we have (14) which shows that, in the original disturbance coordinates, the Kalman filter operates on the in the following three steps: 1) multiplication by the periodic static operator-; 2) time invariant linear filtering by the filterwith ; 3) multiplication by another periodic static operator-. The three steps are illustrated for a low single tonal-temporal frequency disturbance input signal (at one tone Hz/tone, Hz) in Fig. 4. Step 1) modulates the input signal by duplicating the weighted copies of the original signal according to the spectrum of .
Step 2) represents a low pass filtering according to the matrix which eliminates nearly all but the original signal frequency and one extra copy.
Step 3) corresponds to a demodulation due to the multiplication by . Interestingly, the demodulation folds the high frequency copy of the signal after Step 2) back to the low frequency, resulting in a reconstruction with minimal error.
The modulation effect of Step 1) can also be thought of as modulating the spectral content of the map by the input signal. The pattern in which the single tonal-temporal frequency of the disturbance signal is modulated by this map is determined by the spectral replication pattern of the sampling pattern shown in Fig. 3. Figs. 5 and 6 show the spectral contents of the signal after the first transformation for different single tonal-temporal input frequencies for the lexicographic and bit-reversed time sequential sampling sequences. As the temporal frequency increases (left to right), copies of the spectral content of the map approach each other on the temporal frequency domain (horizontally); and similarly as the tonal frequency increases (bottom to top), copies of the spectrum of the map approach each other on the tonal frequency domain (vertical). Notice that for the lexicographical sampling sequence, the frequency replications are very distinct and follow a structured pattern; whereas for the bit-reversed sampling sequence, Fig. 6 . Tonal-temporal power-spectral density for various single tone input frequencies (u Hz/tone, f Hz) after the first transformation of the reconstruction filter for the Bit-reversed TS sampling scheme.
the frequency replications are much more diffused. Therefore, for the class of signal with a compact ellipsoidal tonal-temporal spectral support, the modulation process (Step 1) with spectral support larger than the corresponding Nyquist frequencies would result in a very distinct and intense overlap with the lexicographic sampling sequence; whereas for the bit-reversed sequence, the overlap process is much more diffused and gentle.
VI. TRC STABILIZATION CONTROLLER
The high dimensionality of the TRC coupled with limited actuation does not permit us to control all color tones. An optimal control approach is proposed to ensure the -tones are close to the nominal TRC in a least-squared sense. Integrator dynamics are also imposed on the optimal control formulation to ensure precise control at certain -tones . This feature would be useful when it is desirable to have certain -tones to converge exactly to the desired tones. This, however, will come at the expense of reducing the freedom to curve fit the TRC onto the desired TRC. Hence, the optimal control problem is to find the control based on the measured TRC, TRC , such that the following quadratic performance index (QPI), is minimized TRC TRC (15) where is the integrated error at the tones to be controlled precisely, whose dynamics are given by TRC (16) where is the indicator matrix for the selected -tones to fulfill (3) . and are the weighting matrices. The linear-quadratic state feedback follower-controller for the given QPI for system (6) can be solved Fig. 7 . QPI of TRC error using full and lexicographic time-sequential sampling at different tonal-temporal frequencies support (U; W ).
by using the backward-sweep solution [12] . Assuming the disturbance is available (it will be replaced by its estimate), the optimal control is given by (17) where and are the feedback and feedforward gains, respectively, with ; . is obtained from the solution of the discrete algebraic Riccatti equation and To implement (17) , the Kalman filter estimate of the TRC disturbance based on time-sequential sampling, in (10) , is used in lieu of the actual disturbance . is obtained from (16) where the Kalman estimate of the TRC error based on time-sequential sampling, TRC in (13) , is used in lieu of the actual TRC error, TRC .
Remark: A robust static controller was previously proposed in [2] which also uses the curve-fitting approach (i.e., it tries to minimize the overall TRC error). A major issue addressed in [2] is that fixed TRC sampling is assumed, and the number of tones that are measured is small compared to the dimensionality of the TRC . The proposed robust control ensures that the TRC behaves adequately even at unmeasured tones in the presence of uncertainty. With the use of time-sequential sampling, the apparent number of measured tones can be significantly increased , thus, relaxing this difficulty. Nevertheless, the time-sequential sampling can also be used with the robust static control law in [2] to take advantage of its robustness feature. 
VII. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTS

A. Simulation
The behavior of the xerographic plant is simulated by taking the model of the form of (1) based on TRC experimental data from a commercial printer using different xerographic inputs. The nominal sensitivity matrix in (1) is obtained by leastsquare fitting of the experimental data into the linear model. The behavior of the system without plant perturbation is considered, i.e.,
. The disturbance dynamics is simulated from the pink noise model given in (8) with the temporal cutoff frequency, of the butterworth filter at each spatial channel, given by an ellipse (18) where [cycles/tone] and [Hz] give the highest tonal and temporal frequencies in . In our study, we used a sampling interval of s and the tonal range is . With , this gives a tonal temporal Nyquist frequencies of cycles/tone Hz . We consider two cases of sampling: full sampling where all -measurement points are used at each sampling instant and time sequential sampling where only tone is sampled at each sampling instant according to a prescribed sampling pattern, i.e., lexicographical or bit-reversed sampling sequences. As our primary interest is to analyze the effect of disturbances with different sampling schemes, we assume the measurement noise . The controller that minimizes (15) with one integral fix point at is obtained from (17) . The performance weighting matrices and in (15) are identities. The time-normalized quadratic performance index, is taken as the measure of performance of the TRC stabilization controller.
Simulations were carried out at different tonal-temporal support frequencies for within the range of [cycles/tone, Hz] using the optimal TRC stabilization controller. As shown in Fig. 7 , both the (lexicographical) time-sequential sampling and the full sampling have comparable TRC error (less than 0.10) for the range of input frequencies tested. This means that we are able to achieve as good TRC stabilization by just sampling one TRC tone at each time step as by sampling all tones. Fig. 7 also shows the expected response with increasing tonal-temporal support frequencies of the disturbance signal-the higher the tonal-temporal support frequencies, the higher the TRC error. The higher tonal-temporal disturbance frequencies, the harder it is for the TRC controller to curve-fit the measured TRC to the desired TRC.
For the simulated range of values, control using the bit-reversed time-sequential sampling sequence outperforms control using the lexicographic sequence as indicated by the lower TRC error for the bit-reversed sampling sequence than that of the lexicographic sequence (maximum of 19.5% improvement). This is a consequence of the better signal reconstruction of the bit-reversed sampling sequence as reported in [11] .
The Kalman filter used for the reconstruction also contributes significantly to the success of the proposed TRC stabilization approach. In particular, when a bank of third order Butterworth filter with temporal cutoff frequency , at each spatial channel given by (18) is used to reconstruct a bit-reversed TS sampled TRC, the can be 42.2% larger than that of the Kalman filter. The degraded performance is due to the poor phase property of the low-pass filter.
A simulation case study was conducted to compare the sensitivity of the Kalman reconstruction filter to mismatch between the assumed and actual disturbance model. Here, we assume that the tonal frequency support is given by ( cycles/tone is taken) and is well known. The temporal frequency support size is assumed to be uncertain. A fixed of 0.1 Hz is used to generates the disturbance signal, whereas a mismatched estimated is used to design the Kalman reconstruction filter. Fig. 8 shows the performance of the TRC stabilization controller with different level of model mismatch with full, bit-reversed, and lexicographic samplings. Fig. 8 shows that the Kalman filter is relatively insensitive to mismatch in the temporal support when , and is more sensitive when the temporal support is under estimated than when it is over estimated.
B. Experiment
The proposed TRC stabilization system was also experimentally tested on a Xerox Phaser 7700 xerographic printer. Currently, we do not have direct access to the xerographic actuators.
To evaluate the TRC stabilization controller with full and time sequential samplings, a virtual printer model is used to generate the response (color image) due to changes in the actuator inputs. The virtual printer model is the one used in the previously mentioned simulation study. The output response from the virtual printer is then printed using the physical printer. By calibrating the printer such that it is an identity map at the nominal condition, we can capture the effect of the actual disturbances on the performance of the TRC stabilization system. The output response is in the form of a single colorant wedge of 16 different tones, i.e.,
. The disturbances were artificially induced by introducing a transparency in the optical path of the laser. Sensing of the color wedge was performed using a scanner. Fig. 9 shows the effectiveness of the proposed TRC stabilization system using both full and time sequential samplings. The TRC stabilization using all the sampling approaches result in the convergence of the TRC to the desired TRC with each time step. Considering that only one tone is sampled at each time step, the time sequential sampling perform well, compared to that achieved using full sampling .
VIII. CONCLUSION
A practical TRC/CRC stabilization controller for maintaining consistency in color reproduction is proposed. A curve-fitting optimal control approach is used to overcome the challenge of limited actuation, and time sequential sampling is used to overcome the challenge of limited sensing capability. Time sequential sampling allows the use of a small number of sensors to estimate the high dimensional TRC/CRC. A periodic Kalman reconstruction filter has been shown to be effective.
Both simulation and experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed approach for TRC stabilization. In particular, comparable control performance is obtained using time sequential sampling in place of full sampling. The bit-reversed sequence is also found to yield better signal reconstruction as has been reported in [11] . In general, the efficiency of the time-sequential sampling scheme depends both on the signal model and the sampling strategy. Time sequential sampling substantially lowers the TRC sensing requirements so that valuable print area can be devoted to customer images and not to printing sensor patches. Time sequential sampling can also be thought of as active-sensing. As such, it can have many other applications as well.
The sensing and stabilization scheme detailed in this brief can be easily applied to the higher dimensional CRC problem where time-sequential sampling is expected to be even more beneficial. While the bit-reversed sampling sequence is found to out perform lexicographical sampling sequence, it is still not optimal. Procedures for designing optimal sampling sequences would, therefore, be desirable.
